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Some combinatorial problems related to scheduling the games of a sports league are 
considered. Graph theoretical models are proposed for dealing with so called geographical 
constraints: these are due to the fact that the teams of the league are located in different cities 
which may be at various distances from each other. 
1. Introduction 
Usually there are many different requirements which have to be taken into 
account when scheduling the games of a season for a sports league. 
While some attention has been given to the alternating pattern of home-games 
and away-games [3,6], our purpose here is to examine several constraints which 
are in fact implied by the geography of the region where the different teams are 
located. 
We will mainly use graph-theoretical models; related definitions can be found 
in Berge [2]. 
A league consists of 2n teams; each one must play one game against every 
other team. It is natural to represent he league by a complete graph IQ,, on 2ro 
nodes: an edge [i, j] represents agame between teams i and j. A schedule is given 
by a l-factorization of IQ,, [6], i.e. a decomposition of the edge set of Km into 
l-factors F1, F2,. . . , F2n_1. Whenever no confusion is possib!e, we will indiffer- 
ently refer to nodes of the graph or teams of the league. 
If a game between i and j is played in the home-city of team i, it is a 
home-game for i and an uway-game for j; it is rtapresented by an arc (j, i); it is 
represented by an arc (i, j) if it is played in the home-city of j. 
An oriented coloring (&, I$, . . . , F 2n_1) of KZn is obtained by constructing a 
l-factorization of KZn and by giving each edge an orientation. Such a coloring 
defines a schedule as follows: if arc (i, j) is in p,, it rneRi1s that team i and team j 
play against each other in the home-city of j on day p. 
With each schedule S we can associate a Homt. -and-Awny Puttern (HAP), 
denoted by Z(S): it is a 2n x (2n - 1) array where c,ntry (i, d) is H if team i has a 
home-game on day d or A otherwise. 
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(arc (i,j) is represented by breaks 
Fig. 1. 
The HAP of team i is simply row i of X(S); if in row i, there are 2 consecutive 
en tries, say (i, d -2 1) and (i, d) containing the same symbol, we say that team i has 
a break for day d (in terms of graphs node i has a break for color d). The number 
of breaks of an oriented coloring is the sum of the numbers of breaks of each 
node. 
It is easy to see that the minimum number of breaks is 2n -2; furthermore 
oriented colorings giving exactly 2n - 2 breaks can be obtained by a simple 
construction [6]. 
This construction uses a canonical l-factorization (F,, . . . , F2n_1) of K,, ([4]), 
i.e. a l-factorization such that for each i Fi = {aio, ail, . . . , ai,,_l} where aio = 
[2n, i]; aik =[i+ k, i- k] k = 1,. . . , n - 1. Here the numbers i + k and i - k are 
expressed as one Iof the numbers 1,2, . . . ,2n - 1 modulo (2n - 1). 
The oriented coloring (&, . . . , F2,__,> is obtained as follows: 
(a) for each i edge aio becomes arc (i, 2n) if i is odd or arc (2n, i) if i is even. 
(b) for each i edge aik becomes arc (i + k, i - k) if k is odd or arc (i -- k, i + k) if 
k is even. 
An example for 2n = 6 is given in Fig. 1. 
2. Equitable schedules 
When constructing the schedule of a league, one tries to alternate as perfectly 
as possible the home-games and the away-games for each one of the 2n teams. 
Although the minimum number of breaks is 2n -2, me sometimes prefers 
schedules where each team has exactly one break. Such s&dules with 2n breaks 
are considered as more equitable. It is easy to see that in a schedule with at most 
one break for each team breaks must occur in pairs and there are never more than 
2 breaks occurring for the same day. 
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Consequently, we may associate with a schedule S having 212 - 2 breaks 
occurring for days bl, bz, . . I , b,,_* a sequence B(S) = (b,, . . . 9 b& with 2~ b1 < 
b,< . . .<b ,,_+2n - 1. If s has 2n breaks (with one break for each team) we 
have a sequence (b,, . . . , b,,). 
A sequence B = (b,, . . . , b,+) is canonically feasible for &,, if there exists an 
oriented coloring of KZn which is derived from a canonical l-factorization and 
which has 2n - 2 breaks occurring in pairs for colors b,, bZ, . . . , b,,_. *. A similar 
definition can be given for B = (b,, . . . , b,,). It has been shown [6] that a sequence 
of integers B = (b,, bz, . . . , b,,__,) with 2 s bI < l l l < bn-* g 2n - 1 is canolaically 
feasibleiff 61~3; bi+,-bie2 (i=l,...,n-2); b,,_,a2n-2. 
For equitable schedules (i.e. oriented colorings having one break for each node) 
we can state 
Proposition 2.1. The following statements are equivalent for the sequence B = 
(h, ,..*b,,) of integers satisfying 2~b,<b,+~~<b,,~2n-l: 
(a) B is canonically feasible. 
(b) b,=2; bi+,-biS2 (i=l,...,n-1); b,,=2n-1. 
(c) (b:, . . . , b’,_,) defined by bi = bi+l- bI + 1 (i = 1,. . . , n - 1) is canonically 
feasible. 
Proof. (a)*(b). Assume b1 2 3 and let 9 = (.&, &, . . . , &__,) be the oriented 
coloring of lKZn corresponding to the sequence (b,, bZ, . . . , b,); then consider the 
oriented coloring s’= (Sk, @h+1,. . . , @&,_1, PI,. . . , &_,) obtained from 9 
by permuting colors cyclically. Since each node has exactly one break, its HAP 
starts and ends with different symbols in the initial oriented coloring 9. So when 
placing &_1 before &, no new break is created. In fact by starting with color b,,, 
we remove the breaks which occurred in 9 for color b,,. So we get an oriented 
coloring of &,, with exactly 2n - 2 breaks. This coloring is clearly obtained from 
a canonical l-factorization of &, and there are at least 3 consecutive colors 
(b,,, b,, + 1,. . . ,2n - 1, 1,2, _ . . , bl - 1) without breaks. This is impossible, so we 
must have b1 = 2 (since b1 2 2). 
A similar argument would show that 6,, = 2 n - 1. Now suppose there is an index 
i with bi+l- 6i 3 3; the oriented coloring 
has exactly 2n -2 breaks and it is obtained from a canonical l-factorization of 
KZn. But there are again at least 3 consecutive colors (bi, bi + 1, . . . , bi+l - I) 
without any breaks, which is a contradiction. Hence we must have bi+l - bi s 2 for 
i=l ,...,n-1. 
(b)Wc). Let (bl, . . l 9 b,) be a sequence satisfying (b); then 
U4,. . .y b;_.,) = (b2- br + 1, b3- b1 + 1,. . . , b,., - 15~ + 1) 
=(b,- 1, b3--1,. . . ,6,,_l-l, b,-1) 
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satisfies 6: =&,-1<3; bi+,-bi=bi+2_bi+1S2 (i=l,...,n--2); b’,_,=b,-1s 
2n - 2; it is canonically feasible. 
(c)*(a). Let (&, . . . , b’,_,) be any canonically feasible sequence; we have to 
show that any sequence (b,, bz, . . . , b,,) (2 s bi < bz < l l l < b, s 2n - 1) defined by 
b i+l=b{+b,-1 (i= 1,. . . , n - 1) corresponds to an oriented coloring of KZn 
which has one break for each node and which is obnained from a canonical 
l-factorization of lKZn. Let * = (pi, FZ, . . . , F 2n_l) be an oriented coloring of KZn 
derived from a canonical l-factorization of &,, and having 2n - 2 brea1.s occur- 
ring in pairs for colors b’,, . . . , II’,__,. Notice that 2n- 13 6” = b’,_,+ bl- 12 
b’,_, + 1 implies b’,._, s2n -2 but since (b{, . . . , bL_,) is canonically feasible, we 
have b’,_,~2n-2 and hence 6’,_,=2n-2. As a consequence bl=2 and b,= 
2n-1. 
So (b,, b*, l l l 9 b,)=(2,b:+1,65+1,..., b’,_, + 1). Let %’ be the oriented col- 
oring (&+ F1, &. . . , Pzn-,>; in 9 no break occurred for color 2n - 1 (since 
K-* = 2n - 29, so in 9’ no break has been removed when placing &_l before &; 
in fact breaks have been created for the 2 nodes which had no break in 9 (since 
their HAP’s start and end with the same symbol). Hence 9 is an oriented 
coloring with one break for each node; these breaks occur for colors 2, b’, + 
1, b;+ 1,. . . , II’,__ 1 + 1 in 9’. 9’ is obviously obtained from a canonical l- 
factorization of KZn. End of proof. 
Remark 2.1. For I&,, there are n canonically feasible sequences as can be seen 
easily from the characterization of these sequences. For instance in case 2n = 8, 
these sequences are (2,4,6), (3,4,6), (3,5,6) and (3,5,7). One can similarly 
observe that there are n -- 1 sequences (b,, . . . , b,) corresponding to oriented 
colorings which have one break for each node and which are derived from a 
canonical l-factorization. If 2n = 8, these sequences are [2,3,5,7), (2,4,5,7) and 
(2,4,6,7). 
A Geographical constrahts 
We Giall consider here that the 2n teams are located in different cities; team i 
will b? located ir: city i and we will assume that the matrix D = (d,) of distances 
between these cities is known. Note that we may have several teams in a single 
city (in which case some dij are 0). 
In a good schedule, one will try to avoid the situation where 2 teams i and j 
with dij small are simultaneously having both home-games or both away-games. 
One way of tackling this problem is to formulate it as E. quadratic assignment 
problem. 
Suppose an oriented coloring of I& with 2n - 2 breaks has been constructed. It
defines a HAP the rows of which correspond to the nodes of &,,. 
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We may define the distance A, between the HAP’s of nodes p and q as the 
number of indices d such that entries (p, cl) and (q, d) in the HAP are different. 
These distances can easily be computed when the HAP is given. 
2 teams i, j with dij small should be assigned respectively to nodes q(i), q(j) 
with AcpWcp(l) large. So the problem can be formulated as follows: find an 
assignment Q of each team i to a row g(i) of the HAP such that Ci,j dij 8 Arp(i)cp(j) is
minimum. Such a problem could be solved by using heuristic methods (see Cl]). 
For an oriented coloring of K2,, with 2n - 2 breaks, we know that the 2n teams 
can be partitioned into rt subsets Tr, . . . , T, such that p, q E Ti implies A, = 
2n - 1 ([6]); in this case teams p and q are said to have complementary patterns. In 
a reasonable schedule (with 2n -2 breaks), one will try to give complementary 
patterns to pairs of teams which are geographically close to each other. 
However the following undesirable situation may occur: a team t plays consecu- 
tively against 2 teams p and q (geographically close to each other) in the home-city 
of p and in the home-city of q respectively; this is to be avoided because the public 
of city p and of city q which travels easily between city p and city q does not wish 
to see the same team t (coming from outside) in 2 consecutive games. 
This will occur in the oriented colorings provided by the construction prL \riously 
given: in the case where 2n = 6 (see Fig. 1) TI = {1,6}, T, = {2,3}, T3 = {4,5}; 
(3,1) E & (3,6) E &. So team 3 meets consecutively in their own home-cities 
teams 1 and 6 which are close to each other. Notice that reversing the orientation 
of all arcs would have given the same problem for team 4. 
We will show that this situation can be avoided by a slight modification of the 
construction which will not increase the number of breaks. 
Proposition 3.1. There exists an oriented coloring (Fl, . . . , I$,-,) of I& (n 2 3) 
such that: 
(1) The number of breaks is 2n - 2. 
(2) If x and y are 2 nodes with complementary patterns there is no node z such 
that (z, x) E $ and (z, y) E pp+l for some color p.. 
Proof. We shall only modify the orientation of some edges ai, : a2n_2,0 will 
become arc (2n -2,2n) and u2n_1,0 will become arc (2n, 2n - 1). One verifies that 
node 2n - 2 has now a break for color 2n - 2 (previously it had a break for color 
2n - 1); node 2n - 1 has no more breaks (previously it had one for color 2n - 1) 
while node 2n has a break for color 2n - 2 fr! had no break previously). So Ge 
total number of breaks is still 2n - 2 (this consnuction is shown in Fig. 2 ;or 
2n = 8). 
NOW TI = {1,2n - l}, T2 = {2,3}, . . . , T,_, = {2n - 4,2n - 3}, T, =(2n - 2,2n}. 
Consider now the cyclically ordered set 0={1,3,. . . ,2n-1,2,4,. . . ,2n-2). 
The cyclic order in which node i # 2n meets the remaining 2n - 1 nodes in a 
canonical l-factorization ( FI , . . . , Fz,_l) is obtained by replacing in 0 node i by 
2n. (For 2n = 8, node 3 meets for instance nodes 1, 8, 5, 7, 2, 4, 6 in this cyclic 






order). Node 2n meets consecutively nodes 1,2,. . . ,2n - 1. Clearly if n 3 3 no 
node if 2 n will meet consecutively nodes 1 and 2n - 1 or 2 and 3 or 4 and 5 and 
finally no node will meet consecutively nodes 2n -4 and 2n -3. Only nodes 
2n - 2 and 2n can be met consecutively by some nodes. In fact only nodes 1 and 
2n -- 4 can possibly meet 2 n - 2 and 2n consecutively as can be seen by inspection 
of 0: since 2n -4~ 2n - 2 is even, edge u~,,_~,~ has become arc (2n, 2n -4) so we 
cannot have arc (2n -4,2n) E P ~~-4. Also (1,2n)& and (1,2n-2)EF2,,__, so 
that node 1 does not meet nodes 2n and 212 -2 consecutively. 
Now node 2n meets consecutively nodes 2, 3 and nodes 4, 5 and finally nodes 
2n --4, 2n - 3. Since node 2n has no breaks for colors c < 2n - 3, it does not meet 
any such pair of nodes with arcs (2n, i), (2n, i + 1). Furthermore node 2n does not 
meet consecutively nodes 2n - 2 and 2n nor does it meet nodes 1 and 2n - 1 
consecutively. End of proof. 
4. A uon=eauonieaI oriented coloring 
In this section we will deal with some additional constraints due to the different 
Iocatioii; of the 4n teams of a league. 
We shall assume that the teams have been divided into 2 subsets X and Y of 
equal size. Each subset corresponds to te;tms which are located not too far from 
each other. The distance between a team in X and a team in Y is much larger 
than for two teams within the same subset. 
During the sports season, games are played twice a week: in the Swiss hockey 
league they are for instance alternately scheduled on weekdays and on weekends. 
One would like to find a schedule having the smallest possible number of 
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nolde in f(X- Azi-1 ).If2i-l-k<O,thenthisnodeis2i-l-A+2n-le2n-l; 
furthermore: 2i-+-k+2n-1=2i+2(n-1)-k~4i-1~2i-1 and this is an 
odd node in f(X- Azi+). 
The odd node 2i- 1 in f(A& is joined in Fi to node 2n which is in 
f(X-Azi_1); any other odd note 2i - 1 - k in f(Azi_1) with 2 < k s 2r(li - 1) and k 
even is joined to a node 2i -1+-k; if 2i-l+k<2n-1, then irt is an even node 
2i--1+ka2i+l which is in f(X-A,,-1 ). If 2i- 1+ k 22n, t:hea this node is 
2i--l+k-2n+1=2i+k-2nN; since ks2(n-i)-1<2n, it is an even node 
2i -t k -2n < 2i i.e. which is in f(X-Azi-1 ). All cases have been examined and 
the proof is completed. 
Lermma 4.2. Let Y = { y,, y,, . . . , y2,,} be a set of 2n nodes and H the complete 
gmph constructed on Y; let 58 = (B,, . . . , Bzn) be a collection of subsets of Y 
dejined by 
4 = {Yl, y29 l l l 7 Ynh 
Bzi = Bzi+l ={yi+l,. . l 9 y”+i}, i = 1,. . . , n- 1, 
B 2n = {Y n+l9 l l l 9 Y&al- 
there exists a l-factorization i,, i2, . . . , &,,_ 1 of H such that for each i every edge of 
ji joins a node in Bi to a node in Y - Bi. 
Roof. We proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 with the following 
modifications: 
(a) If Fly 5, . . l 9 Fzn-1 is a cane-: ical l-factorization of Kzn, we have to 
associate B2,,_] with F,, B2n_2 with 6’z and so on; finally we alssociate B1 with 
F 2n-10 
(W Nodes yl, y2, . . . 9 y,,aremspyedon2n-1,2n-3 ,..., 3,1,2n-2 ,..., 4, 
2,2n. 
This ends the proof. 
i 
Let X=(x,, x2, l .,xZ,J and Y={ylry2,-=, y2,,} be 2 disjoint sets of nodes 
and Kyy the complete bipartite graph constructed on X and Y. Let d (resp. 8) 
be the collection of subsets of X (resp. Y) previously defined. We construct a 
l-factorization F,, F,, . . . , F2,, of Kx,y as follows: for eat* i Fi = 
([ok, hn-k+il, k = 1, l . . ,212) where all indices are taken module 2n and are 
represented by integers between 1 and 2n. Starting from this l-factorization, we 
define an oriented coloring F1, . . . , &,, of K,,: for i = 1, . . . ,2n consider 
consecutively each edge in Fi ; [x,, y,] becomes arc ( yq, x1,) if x, is in Ai or (x,, yJ 
otherwise. (This construction is shown in Fig. 3 for 2s~ = 4.) 
Lemma 4.3. The oriented coloring (PI,. . . , &,) of I&y de,ined above has the 
following property for i = 1, . . . ,2N: for each (x,, yJ in Fi, we have xp E X- Ai and 
yq E Bi; 2nd for each (y,, xp) in 4, we have xp E Ai and yq E Y - 1s. 
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Proof. Consider Fzi_ 1 and let xP be a node in X - Azi_1; then either 
(a) lspai-1 or 
(b) n+i<ps2n; 
the other endpoint yJ of arc (xP, yJ in Fzi_; is ys = yZn-p+2i_l. In case (a) 
2n+isqs2n+2i-l i.e. isq-2ns2i-l<i+n-l and ~~._~,~=-y~ is in B2,+ 
In case (b) 2i-lsqdn+i-ls2n (since isn) and hence isq<n+i-1; so ys 
is in B2i-1. For Fsi, let xP be a node in X- A2i = X- Azi-_l; now B2i = 
{Y i+l,. . . , yn+,); consider the other endpoint y4 of arc (x,, yJ in F2i; it is obtained 
for q=2n-p+2i. In case (a) 2n+i+l<q<2n+2i so that i+lsq-2nd2i< 
n + i and Y~-~,, is in &i ; in case (b) 2idqcn+i and i+lsq<n+i (since 
16 i s n) and yq is in &i. 
Since IA,I=IX-A,I=I~~I=IY-B,I = II for 1~ p, 4 s 2n, the second part fol- 
lows immediately from the fact that each fi is a l-factor of K&. End of proof. 
We may now construct an oriented coloring of the complete graph on +I nodes 
having all required properties. For2 this cqnstruction we will need oriented 
colorings of G, H and Kxy. Let (F1, F2,. . . , &,_,) be the oriented coloring of G 
(defined on X) derived from the l-factorization given in Lemma 4.1 as follows: in 
each Pi edge [x,, x,.J becomes arc (xP, xJ if xP is in Ai (and hence x4 is in X- Ai) 
or (x,, xP) if xP is in X- Ai. 
This construction is illustrated in Fig. 3 for X = {x,, x2, x3, x,}. Similarly starting 
from the 1-factoriytion $, . . . 9 i2n-1 ) of If defined in Lemma 4.2, we get an 
oriented coloring (1, . . . , f2n_1 ) of H by orienting in each ii every edge [yP, y,J as 
before: it becomes arc (y,, yJ if yP is in Bi (and hence ys is in Y - Bi) or arc 
( ys, yP) otherwise. 
For i=1,...,2n-1, let Fzi= $ U 2; clearly S’& is a l-factor of the complete 
graph KX”, constructed on the node set XU Y; SO is each Fi. 
We now define % = (PI,. . . , &,_,) by setting &_I =fi (i = 1,. . . ,2n); it is an 
oriented coloring of Kxuv such that each R(with i odd) is a l-factor of K’& and 
in each R (with i even) all arcs have either both endpoints in X or both endpoints 
in Y. 
Propa&ion 4.1. % is an oriented coloring of Kxuv with 4n -2 breaks. 
Proof. (A) Observe first that in each Pzi_1 = Fi all arcs are directed either Jrom 
Y- Bi to Ai or from X- Ai to Bi according to Lemma 4.3. In each P& = Fi U t 
all arcs are directed either from Ai to X- Ai or from Bi to Y - Bi. This implies 
that no breaks will ,occur for color 2i (i = 1, . . . ,2n’- lj0 
(B) Notice furthermore that if the subset Ai of X associated with Pzi and the 
subset Ai+* of X associated with @i+l are the same, then no breaks will occur at 
nodes in X for color 2i + 1. In fact we have A2+ = AZp (p = 1,. . . , n) from the 
definition of the subsets A,: this means that no break will occur at nodes in X for 
colors 2i + 1 with i odd i.e. for colors of the form 4p+ 3 (p 2 0 integer). 
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The oriented coloring e of 
+. +_ 
KXUY is (Fir..*, Fj); the 6 
circles around nodes indicate breaks. 
Fig. 3. 
Similarly Bz6 = I&+ I (p = 1, . . . , n - 1) implies that no breaks will occur at 
nodes in Y for colors 2i + 1 with i even i.e. for colors of the form 4p + 1 (p -* 1 
integer). 
(C) We shall show that for each odd color i (3 s is 4n - 1 I 2 breaks occur 
either at nodes in X if i is of the form 4p + 1 (p 2 1) or at nodes in Y if i is of the 
form 4p+3 (p>O). 
Consider p&,+ 1 (p 2 1); it is associated with A,,, 1 = {x,,,, . . . , x,+~} while 
A 2P = {x,, . . . , x,,+~- 1} corresponds to F+,. Clearly there will be no breaks for 
nodes in ( Azp+, n . lzp) or in X- (A2p+l U A&; we only have to examine nodes xP 
and x,,,. From (A) &, contains an arc (x,, xq) and an arc (x, x,,+~) because xP is 
in AZp and x~+~ is not. Also p&,+l contains an arc (xP, y,) and an arc ( y,, x,+& 
because xP is not in Azp+, and x”+~ is in A2P+l. Hence nodes :q, and x,,+~ have 
breaks for color 4p+ 1 and no other node has a break for this color. 
(D) The case of colors 4p + 3 is similar. Since we have 2n - 1 odd colors with 2 
breaks for each one of them, the total number of breaks is 4n - 2. End of proof. 
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Remark 4.1. If the total number of teams is 4n + 2., then there is obviously no 
l-factorization F1, . . . , P&+1 with the above properties: in this case 1X1= ]Y] = 
2n + 1 are odd and there is no l-factorization (Ia, I*, . . . , Izn) of &. 
Remark 4.2. Generally the set of 4n teams in a given region is not partitioned 
into 2 equal subsets X, Y in which all teams are close to each other. In order to 
apply the construction of Proposition 4.1, one should first try to get a partition 
into 2 equal subsets uch that the maximum distance between 2 teams in the same 
subset is as small as possible. 
M. R. Rao has given an algorithm which can partition the 4n teams into 2 
a subsets uch that the maximum distance between 2 teams in the same subset is 
minimum [SJ. ThS method does not take into account the fact that the 2 subsets 
have to be of equal size. 
Other criteria like maximizing the total distance travelled during week-ends 
could also be considered. This would amount to constructing in &,, a complete 
bipartite graph KZn,2n with maximum weight (the edges of KZn,*” would corres- 
pond to games iplayed during the weekends). 
Remark 4.3. If n 2 2 the oriented coloring Ce described here is not obtained from 
a canonical l-factorization of K,, y ; it is known that the union of any three 
l-factors of a canonical l-factorization contains a triangle [6]. Here p1 U p3 U 
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